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Blood Work and Your Pet

Did you know?

Pets can’t say how they’re feeling—it’s usually how they look or act that
tells you something is wrong. You play a key role in helping your pet
combat illness and stay as healthy as possible. Awareness of the warning
signs and regular preventive health screens, including a physical exam
and blood work, are the best ways to ensure your pet lives a long,
healthy, and happy life.

Cats have over one hundred
vocal sounds, while dogs
have about ten!

When Is Blood Work Necessary?

94% of pet owners say their
animal pal makes them smile
more than once a day.

valuable picture of your pet’s health and is often the first step when pets
are brought in to a clinic because they are sick or in an emergency
situation. It helps the veterinary staff make immediate decisions, so they
can quickly help your pet.

“American Shorthair” is the
designation reserved for
pedigreed cats, while similarlooking cats of mixed or
unknown origin are called
“domestic shorthairs.”
The Basenji, an African wolf
dog, does not bark in a
normal way but may yodel or
scream when excited!
Feline’s jaws cannot move
sideways.

Special Deals!
Heartgard
Buy 12 doses, get a $12
rebate

Heartgard &
Nexgard
Buy 12 doses of Heartgard
and 12 doses of Nexgard, get
$50 rebate

Nexgard
Buy 6 doses of Nexgard, get
1 dose free (Cannot be
combined with other rebates)

Sick and emergency situations. Blood work provides you with a

Preanesthetic testing. Blood work is routinely done prior to your
pet’s surgery, dentistry, or other procedures that require anesthesia. It
lets the veterinary staff know if anesthesia is safe for your pet and allows
them to make adjustments if they see anything
abnormal. This
blood work is often
performed the same
day as anesthesia is
scheduled, making
it easy for you and
your pet because it
eliminates the need
to have your pet fast
more than once and
reduces the number
of trips you need to
make to the hospital.

Preventive care
screening. Because

the signs that your pet is sick are not
always obvious, preventive care testing is often recommended as part of
your pet’s annual exam. Preventive care screening not only uncovers
disease before it’s too late, but can also help you avoid significant
medical expenses and risks to your pet’s health.

Medication monitoring. Some medications can have side effects.
Periodic blood work while your pet is being treated can find these

Need medications?
Food? Heartworm, flea
and tick preventatives?
Visit our online store
and have your purchase
conveniently shipped to
your home!

problems early and allow your veterinarian to make necessary changes.
With other medications, blood tests are needed to ensure that the
dosage is appropriate.

What Tests Might We Run?
There are tests that are routinely performed when blood work is
recommended. They include:

A complete blood count (CBC) tells you if your pet has an
infection, if inflammation is present, or if your pet is anemic.

A complete blood chemistry panel including electrolytes provides
information about your pet’s liver, kidneys, and pancreas, as well as
other functions of the body, such as blood sugar and hydration.

A urinalysis identifies an infection or inflammation in the urinary tract.
A thyroid function test detects whether or not your pet’s thyroid
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gland is functioning properly. Thyroid disease is very common in older
cats and dogs.
Your veterinarian may recommend additional tests.

New Ordering Schedule
Beginning January 2019, all special orders (medications, supplies) will be
placed on Wednesdays and will arrive at the clinic on Thursday or Friday.
As before, we will call you once your order is ready.

From all of us at the Animal Clinic of
Chardon, we wish you a Happy &
Healthy New Year!

